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Abstract

A model-based approach, the Model-View-Interactor Paradigm, for automatic generation of user interfaces in software frameworks for measurement systems is proposed. The Model-View-Interactor Paradigm is focused on the “interaction” typical in a software framework for measurement applications: the final user interacts with the automatic measurement system executing a suitable high-level script previously written by a test engineer. According to the main design goal of frameworks, the proposed approach allows the user interfaces to be separated easily from the application logic for enhancing the flexibility and reusability of the software. As a practical case study, this approach has been applied to the flexible software framework for magnetic measurements at the European Organization for Nuclear research (CERN). In particular, experimental results about the scenario of permeability measurements are reported.
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1. Introduction

Main advantages of automatic measurement systems are the improvement of the performance/cost ratio and more accurate quality control. In the last years, their high growth rate has pointed out the need for reusability of existing measurement software. Organizing all the software applications for measurement systems in a framework [1] is very useful to decrease the software development cost by increasing the reuse of existing elements and the flexibility of running applications. However, traditional systems built as monolithic entities often have difficulty to exhibit a flexible behaviour.

In a measurement software framework, first of all, the roles of the test engineer and application user have to be highlighted [2]. In the first phase, after designing a measurement process, the test engineer prepares a script where the corresponding procedure is expressed formally, but in a user-friendly language [3]. Then, the framework processes the script suitably by generating an executable measurement software application. In the second phase, the final user executes the software application, interacts with the measurement system by providing the required input as well as by configuring the instruments, and finally starts the measurement process on the devices. The application user needs to interact with the software application through a convenient graphic interface to carry out easily and quickly the measurement procedure. Therefore, the test engineer should deal with its implementation.

Such as most interactive applications, producing an attractive Graphical User Interface (GUI) for a measurement software framework is not an easy task [4]. The powerful GUI libraries offered by the operating system can be used of course, but the offered level of abstraction is, in general, rather low. Therefore, a visual editor, such as many commercial
programming environments, should be used. Such tools turn out to be very user-friendly, even though merging the provided code with the existing one is in general not easy. Moreover, graphical representations depending on run-time data cannot be drawn in advance.

Summarizing, a visual editor is a useful tool for simple applications, but for more complicated GUIs, the test engineer has to struggle still with a low-level programming code. In addition, the quality of manual GUI development depends strongly on the experience of the designers as well as on their skills in the platform and development tools.

For these reasons, user interface generation has been the subject of research for many years, sometimes under the diction of “model-based user interfaces” [4], because interfaces are generated by dividing the application domain in models. The original contribution of this research field was to allow programmers, as test engineers, not typically trained to design interfaces, to produce user interfaces customized to their own applications.

On the other hand, the main feature of automatic techniques for generating interfaces is to allow the designer to specify them at a very high level, with the details of the implementation provided by the system [4]. Nevertheless, this approach is very unspecific and further effort is required to tailor the model to a definite context such as the frameworks for measurement software products. Designing interaction rather than interfaces attempts to enhance the quality of the interaction between user and computer, according to the main paradigm: “user interfaces are the means, not the end” [5].

In the context of measurement software products, LabView [6] is very popular. It is a graphical programming environment used to develop measurement and test systems by using graphical icons and wires well symbolizing the data flow. The approach of the G programming language [7], on which LabView is based, is to emphasize the objects involved in the application and the data exchange among them with less care for the temporal sequence of the actions to be executed. Conversely, in a scientific and academic community, scripting languages are commonly used [8]. They point out the operation’s order and allow the temporal constraint in the measurement application to be managed easily [9].

In this paper, an evolution of model-based user interface generation in a measurement software framework based on domain specific language for scripting [3], the Model-View-Interactor paradigm, shifting the test engineer from designing interfaces to designing conceptual interactions, is proposed. In particular, in Section 2, a brief state of art is introduced; in Sections 3 and 4, the proposed paradigm and the corresponding architecture will be treated and, in Section 5, some experimental results and a case study will be shown.

2. Model-based approach

In the model-based approach to GUI generation [4], analysis, design, and implementation are based on a common repository of models. A model is a declarative specification of some single coherent aspects of a user interface, such as the appearance, the interaction with the user and/or the interface with the underlying application feature. By focusing the attention on a single aspect of an interactive system, a model can be expressed in a highly-specialized notation [5]. This property makes systems developed using the model-based approach to be implemented and maintained more easily. Unlike conventional software engineering, where designers construct artefacts whose meaning and relevance can diverge from the delivered code, in the model-based approach designers build models of critical system attributes and then analyze, refine, and synthesize these models into running systems.

Early examples of model-based tools include Cousin [10] and HP/Apollo’s Open-Dialogue [11], providing the designer with a declarative language for listing the input and output requirements of the user interface. The system then generated the dialogs to display and request the data. These evolved into model-based systems, such as Mike [12], Jade [13],
UIDE [14], ITS [15], and Humanoid [16]. These systems exploit specific techniques, such as heuristic rules, to automatically select interactive components, layouts, and other details of the interface.

Generating interfaces automatically is a very difficult task, because automatic and model-based systems constrain significantly the kinds of interfaces they can produce. A related problem is that the generated user interfaces are generally not as good as those created by conventional programming techniques. However, in specific domains with very few particular graphical requirements, such as the measurement domain, automatic techniques can be used.

Model-based GUI generation relies on the principle that development and support environments may be built around declarative models of a system [17]. Developers using this paradigm build the interface by specifying declarative models, rather than writing a program. Generally, for any interactive system, three kinds of models can be derived [18]:
- Presentation models, specifying the appearance of user interfaces in terms of their widgets and the related behavior.
- Application models, specifying the parts (functions and data) of applications accessible from the user interface.
- Dialogue models, specifying end-user interactions, their order, and how they affect the presentation and application.

3. Model-View-Interactor paradigm

In the following, (i) the basic concepts, (ii) the view, (iii) the interactor and (iv) the model of the proposed Model-View-Interactor paradigm are illustrated.

3.1. Basic concepts

The proposed approach to generate interfaces in measurement system frameworks starts from a fundamental consideration: usually test engineers are not trained to design interfaces, but at the same time they would like to maintain a high level of usability in measurement applications.

In this case, test engineers are responsible for preparing test scripts [19], where the interaction between measurement application and final user are described at high level [3], without any indication of GUI aspects.

Therefore, the main concept underlying the proposed approach is the interaction between the user and the GUI. Interaction is a kind of action occurring when two or more objects have an effect upon one another. Examples of simple interactions in measurement software are reading a user input or displaying a value.

Test engineers are prevented from dealing with raw graphical characteristic of software measurement system, by separating functional from look aspects of the interface. Accordingly the architecture is organized by a three-way decomposition: (1) the parts representing the model of the underlying application domain, (2) the way the model is presented to the user, and (3) the way the user interacts with it.

This proposal is called the Model-View-Interactor (MVI) approach [20] (Fig. 1), derived as an evolution of the MVC (Model View Controller) and MVP (Model View Presenter) [21]. The Model represents the model domain, and, in case of measurement software framework, is constituted by the core classes. The views consist in the aspect of the generated GUI, defined by a GUI expert, completely transparent to the test engineer using the framework. In particular, the GUI expert defines a set of presentation models used to generate the final user interface. The interactor represents the tie between model and view, by making available a different component specifying the GUI desired behaviour.
In this way, the test engineer can define the interaction between the measurement application and the user by means of a set of specific objects: the Graphic Interactor Component (GIC) (Section 3.3).

### 3.2. View

The view description is a XML-file containing all the presentation features of the GUI. XML stands as a solution for the standardization of the interoperability between applications. Therefore, XML-based languages can be employed to define user interfaces. They are the XML-compliant user interface definition languages (XML-UIDL) [22] and their advantage is to be transparent to different interface technologies and to provide a homogeneous resource for heterogeneous ways of interaction.

Generally, at graphical level, the user interface content can be organized in areas, represented usually by a rectangular bounding shape. These rectangular areas are referred as box. Graphical user interface layouts can be seen as a container subdivided in boxes, where the graphic components (text editor component, buttons, menu item, and so on) can be placed. One box can contain others boxes, and so on.

![Fig. 2. Example of a view model (a), and the related final form aspect (b).](image)

Two types of boxes can be distinguished: (i) horizontal boxes (HBox), with elements aligned horizontally; and (ii) vertical boxes (VBox): with elements aligned vertically.

As an example (Fig. 2a), the View model used in a form asking for an input value to the application final user, is considered. The layout as a whole is formed by 3 VBox (Box_1, Box_2 and Box_3):
- Box_1 will contain a text component for the title.
- Box_2 is formed by two HBox: Box_4 and Box_5. The former will contain a text component for a description, and the latter will contain a text editor component to read an input value.
- Box_3 is formed by two HBox: Box_6 and Box_7. Both will contain a button component. Button in Box_6 will command an action to confirm inserted input value, while button in Box_7 will command an action to discard the operation.

End user will see a form with the aspect shown in Fig. 2b.

The View model in Fig. 2a is stored as a declarative model, containing also the information about the GUI component properties (character font, text component colour and text editor component positions, background and foreground colours, as well as further information related to the GUI aspect).

Basically the proposed approach is based on a database of different View models, associated to one or more interactive components, such as shown in the next Section.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<window id="box example" title="Input Form">
  <vbox>
    <staticText id="description"/>
  </vbox>
  <vbox>
    <hbox>
      <staticText id="label"/>
      <ctrlText id="control"/>
    </hbox>
  </vbox>
  <vbox>
    <hbox>
      <button id="ok" label="OK"/>
      <button id="cancel" label="CANCEL"/>
    </hbox>
  </vbox>
</window>
```

Fig. 3. View XML description example.

A view description example for a simple window is depicted in Fig. 3. The view description file is written by the application engineer during the software development phase in order to fix the GUI presentation look. Then, at run time, this file is read by the XML-Parser and the information is used by the framework to generate the graphical elements.

### 3.3. Interactor

The main aim of the proposed Model-View-Interactor paradigm is to permit the test engineer to develop complicated GUI applications, with a minimal effort and moreover without graphical knowledge. This aim is achieved mainly through the Graphic Interactive Component (GIC), from which any customizable graphical component is derived. This component encapsulates all common aspects of graphical components [23, 24]. It is generated automatically for any type T, e.g. int, float, double, or more complex data types.

Namely, the GIC\(_T\), defined for the type T, can:
- be used by test engineer to display automatically any value of type T;
- be used by test engineer to plot on screen an array of type T;
- be used by application user to view and edit some value of type T;

communicate any value change made by the user or by the program to any other depending component.

For any concrete type T, the compiler is able to derive automatically an instance function of this meta-description for the given type.

![Fig. 4. DSL script example.](image)

The test engineer, in the Domain Specific Language (DSL) script writing phase [3] (Fig. 4), defines the component contained in the GUI and their input/output data by using the GIC components. Then, after building the script by means of the DSL-Xpand component, the framework can generate the application with the desired GUI.

### 3.4. Model

The model is composed by the data structures and the classes of the framework involved in the GUI generation and subject to change by them. A typical example is offered by the device classes concerned to the configuration step of the measurement procedure. During this phase, a broad interaction with the user is required to set up the devices, the data needed to the configuration are structured in the class definition where the data variables are preset for type and number by the application developers.

### 4. The GUI engine

The classes architecture allowing the automatic user interface generation is named GULengine and is shown in Fig. 5.

The GUI engine is composed by several classes: (i) GIC, providing to TestManager the input/output features without graphical details; (ii) GenericWindow, giving the interface for all the frames; (iii) InputWindow, OutputWindow, and PlotWindow, the concrete windows; and (4) LayoutManager, responsible for instantiating concrete windows defining the graphical features parsing the view description file and computing the dimension and position parameters [25]. The View is kept clear-cut from the Interactor by implementing the GULengine complying with the abstract factory pattern, often employed to separate the details of GUI implementation from its general use.

As an example, if the test engineer needs for asking as input an integer value at runtime, he will use the capture method of a GIC object in the measurement script [19]:

- Def GIC “InputParam”.
Capture InputParam with (param,1,"Input form","value"). By inserting in the script only these instructions, a form is displayed, and the value entered by the user is stored in the variable pointed.

5. Experimental results

At CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, the design and the implementation of the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) required a big effort in all the engineering fields. In particular, the test of the about 8,000 LHC superconducting magnets working at 8.3 T and 1.2 K, stimulated new stricter requirements for magnetic measurement software. The Flexible Framework for Magnetic Measurements (FFMM) was designed at CERN in cooperation with the University of Sannio [19] to satisfy a wide range of measurement requirements and to integrate more performing flexible hardware [26]. FFMM is a software platform under development aimed at generating in a systematic way all the measurement software applications for testing the particle accelerator magnets.

FFMM software applications can command several devices, such as encoder boards, digital integrators, motor controllers, transducers, and so on [2]; and synchronize and coordinate different measurement tasks and actions [27, 28]. Now, such as the new generation of measurement frameworks, FFMM in addition to satisfy all the functional requirements can provide means to generate the graphical user interface.

In the following, (i) the case study of magnetic permeability measurement, and (ii) the measurement results are reported.

5.1. Case study of magnetic permeability measurement

The proposed case study is aimed at illustrating how the proposed approach supports test engineers in generating the GUI automatically for a measurement procedure based on the methods of the split-coil permeameter [29].

The split-coil permeameter is composed by two coils wound in a toroidal shape, that can be opened allowing to wrap a toroidal specimen. One coil is to excite the field and the other one to capture the flux.

A PC, hosting the FFMM Automatically-generated User Interface (AUI), is linked to a DAQ [30], in order to control the voltage controlled power supply of the excitation coil by the analog output (Fig. 6).

A PXI crate, containing:
two CERN FDI (Fast Digital Integrator), a CERN proprietary PXI board general-purpose digitalization board, configured for the coil signal acquisition and numerical integration [26];

- a CERN encoder board, a CERN proprietary PXI board, for managing the encoder pulses and feeding the trigger input of a digital integrator, is also linked to the PC and used to acquire, through the FDIs, the value of the excitation current, the relative flux, and to generate the trigger signal by the encoder board.

The measurement algorithm is composed by the following steps:

1. setup of all the devices needed in the procedure;
2. demagnetization of the specimen [29];
3. start the acquisition of flux and current;
4. start the generation of the signal controlling the power supply;
5. wait for the reaching of the selected maximum current value;
6. stop the acquisition.

This procedure is codified in the application script and processed by the FFMM framework in order to produce an executable file.

![Diagram of the split-coil permeameter measurement setup.](image)

**Fig. 6.** The split-coil permeameter measurement setup.

### 5.2. Measurement results

To set up the devices involved in the measurement procedure, the AUI features of FFMM are used.

As an example, at the beginning of the measurement script, the test engineer needs to configure the FDIs: the number of FDI and their bus are required to start the acquisition. Thus, the test engineer puts in the script the following statements:

- Def GIC “InputParam”.
- Capture InputParam with (numFDI 1, “Parameter Request:”, “number of FDI”).
- Capture InputParam with (bus, numFDI, “Parameter Request:”, “FDI bus”).

Then, during the application execution, the forms are generated (Fig. 7).

As a further example, during the measurement, the test engineer can program the application to show to the user the current flow by using the plot feature of the GIC object. Thus the following statements have to be placed in the script:

- Def GIC “CurrentPlot”.
- Plot CurrentPlot with (currentData).

During the application execution, the window with the plot is generated as shown in Fig. 8.

A steel specimen was tested and, according to the procedure explained in [29], the permeability characteristic curve may be obtained by analyzing the data.

For validating the AUI by Model-View-Interactor paradigm, in Fig. 9, the relative permeability magnetic versus the magnetic field curve is reported.
6. Conclusions

The Model-View-Interactor paradigm for Automatically-generated User Interface (AUI) was proposed. The main purpose of this technique was to allow test engineers using the Flexible Framework for Magnetic Measurements (FFMM) to produce easily the GUI for their measurement applications. The architecture of the proposed method was extensively
explained by describing each component. A complex and realistic case study, the magnetic permeability measurement, was treated and both the graphical and the measurement results were shown. The advantages of the proposed technique meet the requirements of software framework for measurements systems and furthermore agree with their basic idea, primarily by decreasing the performance/cost ratio of the application development even with a graphical interface.
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